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Overview 
 
In December 2016, Ben Kulvichit and Clara Potter-Sweet performed a show about joy in 
the Humanities studio on Warwick University campus, to an audience of friends and 
family members. The initial intention was to make a performance for ourselves and our 
friends at university - we 
didn’t necessarily envision a 
future life for the show. 
Almost a year later, and we 
have toured the show, won 
awards at the National 
Student Drama Festival, 
been programmed at a 
professional theatre in 
London and performed for 
two weeks at the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe. The Lord 
Rootes Memorial Fund, by 
funding our Edinburgh run, 
allowed all of us to make our debut into the world of professional theatre-making. We 
have now formed a collective, Ben and Clara as performers/makers, Ciara Shrager as 
technical manager and Emily Davis as producer. We intend to continue making work 
under the name Emergency Chorus . 
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About the show 
 
CELEBRATION was initially funded by IATL’s Student-as-Producer (Performance) 
scheme, which is designed to facilitate student-led research projects through the 
medium of performance practice. 
The idea for the show emerged out of the climate of political turbulence and uncertainty 
in the wake of the Brexit referendum. The 24th June 2016 was a bit of a shit day, 
basically. And it felt like we’d be feeling shit for a long time after that, so we decided to 
make a show together in order to remedy that. A reaction against political despair. An 
attempt to find a workable emotional orientation towards the future within a broken 
world. 
We set ourselves a provocation: to make an hour-long performance which embodied 
and generated joy - how would we go about doing that, and what performative 
implications might that have? Does joy have currency as a political tool? How does one 
create and maintain hope in uncertain times? 
These research questions informed a three-month-long collaborative devising process 
in which we read books, worked with improvisation, made dances, wrote text, drew on 
critical theory, sang songs and ran workshops with other people. The run-up to, and 
eventual election of, Donald Trump happened in parallel with our making process and 
he inevitably wormed his way into the show in more and less explicit ways. We 
collaborated with a composer, a choreographer and a lighting designer. The process 
culminated in public performances of the show on 4th and 5th December 2016 in the 
Humanities Studio on campus. 
The final version of the show is an episodic, multi-genre performance, featuring 
prog-folk songs, storytelling, movement and dance. 

National Student Drama Festival 
 
The first performance of Celebration after the initial IATL- funded project was at the 
National Student Drama Festival, which is a showcase of the best student theatre from 
around the country. This year it took place on the University of Hull campus in April.  
 
When we first applied for the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund, we had entered the show into 
NSDF but hadn’t yet heard whether we had been successful. Christopher Haydon saw 
the show when it was first performed on campus in December 2016, and he selected it 
to be performed at the festival in Hull, April 2017. The festival was absolutely invaluable 
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in our preparation for Edinburgh, as it exposed us to a large audience of mostly 
strangers for the first time, and we received critical feedback from students and 
professional critics. We saw some fantastic work from other young theatre makers, and 
the whole festival took part in forum discussions about our show, other shows, and 
issues affecting the theatre as a whole. 
 
We performed Celebration twice in one day to a total audience of 400 people, and 
received two standing ovations! 10 minutes after our first performance we received a 
message on twitter from David Byrne, the artistic director of New Diorama Theatre, who 
invited us to perform at Incoming Festival in September. We received a more positive 
reception than we ever expected, and finished the festival having won the Festgoer’s 
Award, the Sunday Times Playwriting Award and the Freckle Family Show award, with 
Clara also receiving a commendation for best actor. Many of our Edinburgh guest 
performers we met at the festival, and we connected with industry professionals such as 
Chris Thorpe and Tamara Harvey. The exposure and networking opportunities we 
gained at the festival undoubtedly helped us when it came to our Edinburgh venture. 

Pre- Edinburgh 

Previews 

We gave several pre-Edinburgh performances, the first of which was at New Diorama 
Theatre’s Incoming Festival on the 11th of June. Incoming is a ten day festival that 
programmes 20 early-career theatre companies, giving them a 50% box office split on 
top of a £450 fee. This cash injection helped us a lot with initial costs for Edinburgh such 
as marketing materials and props.  
 
This was the first professional venue to which we had taken the show, and we 
double-billed with another theatre company from Warwick, Clown Funeral. Our 
performance sold out, and we noticed a difference in how people responded to the 
show. The NSDF performances were soundtracked by riotous laughter, which made the 
show simply about joy. This time, it was the more melancholy elements of the show 
which came to the fore. 
 
The second of our Edinburgh previews was at Warwick Fringe on the 23rd of June, and 
we performed in the Arts Centre Studio. It was a tech kerfuffle! The projection didn’t 
work, which left an awkward gap in the show, and the wrong song started playing in an 
emotionally climactic section (it kept us on our toes!). This prompted us to have a good 
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think about drilling the get-in for the show, assigning different jobs to different members 
of the team, and to decide whether we wanted to use projection in the show at all.  
 
The chair of judges at NSDF Tamara Harvey, is the Artistic Director at Theatr Clwyd in 
rural north-east Wales. After the festival, she invited us to perform at the family arts 
weekend at the end of July. It was the furthest away we had taken the show, but it was 
a great opportunity to experience a venue as a touring company, and provided the best 
technical facilities we had had for the show thus far. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Securing a Venue 
 
The biggest cost the Lord 
Rootes fund helped us with 
was the venue hire fees. 
During the festival, the quality 
and cost of performance 
spaces varies wildly, and it is 
very easy for first-time 
companies to get caught out.  
 
 We applied for venues at the 
same time as applying for the 
Lord Rootes Memorial Fund, 
and at the time of our meeting 
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with the board, had not received any offers. However, as it got closer to the registration 
deadline, we started receiving offers from Greenside, C Venues, theSpace, ZOO and 
Pleasance. The Pleasance space had minimal lighting and theSpace didn’t have 
adequate storage for our large set piece. C venues were significantly more expensive 
than our budget allowed, so ultimately it came down to a choice between Greenside and 
ZOO. ZOO offered us the Studio or the Monkey House theatre space for a guarantee of 
£1200 and £1700 respectively, not including VAT. The Monkey House was a good size, 
was in a thrust configuration and had the technical requirements we needed. Our 
technical manager, Ciara, had taken a show to the fringe the year previously, and 
advised us against ZOO’s studio space, which whilst cheaper, had very poor and 
temperamental technical facilities. The Monkey House had 90 seats, which was 
ambitious for a first-time company to fill, but we had confidence in our show, and we 
had a good time slot at 5:45pm. 
 

Allocating budget 
 
We had to make the decision very early on about who we were going to pay for. There 
were multiple people who were involved in the making of the project who were going to 
be in Edinburgh but only four of us would be having it as our primary focus. Ben and 
Clara were performing, Emily was producing, and Ciara was technical managing.  
 
The principal costs after venue hire were registration fee, travel and accommodation. I 
limited members of the company to £70 each for travel costs, and our accommodation 
ended up costing £200 each, a price majorly reduced by sharing with another theatre 
company. After all the basics were covered, we used the money from New Diorama’s 
Incoming Festival to pay for items such as props and marketing materials. 
 

Marketing Decisions 
 
The first thing to decide was publicity- the original poster for the show as we performed 
it in the humanities studio was a series of emojis on a neon green background, to 
convey the home-made, tongue-in-cheek nature of the show. We discussed using 
high-quality production photos for our Edinburgh publicity, but ultimately decided that 
the emojis were a more recognisable image, and would stand out in a sea of posters.  
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Shortly after making this decision, we came to a shocking realisation that emojis as 
taken from websites such as facebook or google are in fact copyright, and we wouldn’t 
be able to use internet-sourced emojis in our publicity. A friend kindly designed a 
custom-made emoji, which we then used on all of our print merchandise, and we also 
ordered stickers featuring the emoji.  
 
We had no idea where to start with the number of posters and flyers we would need- 
estimates from friends ranged from 2000 to 25000. We ended up ordering 7500 flyers 
and 500 posters, and our small team didn’t get through all of them! Because the poster 
was designed on pages, the apple word processing software, resulted in a slight 
distortion of the image because of a layering issue. We would definitely advise using a 
specific software to design any publicity, in order to look as professional as possible. 
 

Social media 
We set up a facebook page to market the 
show in its first form, which changed to 
‘Emergency Chorus’ once we decided to 
carry on making work together. We created 
a facebook event to market the show to 
people who ‘liked’ the page. We set up the 
Emergency Chorus twitter account in April 
of this year, on which we have worked to build up a particular style and tone of tweeting. 
We learned that Facebook was more useful for targeting potential audience members in 
our social circles, whereas twitter advertised to people we didn’t know in the theatre 
industry.  
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We put together the above press release and sent it to as many publications as we 
thought were relevant to the show (close to 30 print and online publications) such as 
Broadway Baby, Exeunt and The Stage.  Because of our success at NSDF, we were 
lucky enough to be featured in several ‘pick of the fringe’ lists such as this one in 
Exeunt. 
 

 
Finally, we ordered T shirts with the publicity on them, to wear whilst flyering, for Emily 
to wear whilst operating the show, and for us to lend to our friends.  

 
 

Tech Decisions 
 
In order to make the show 
more portable, and to save 
money on the cost of audio 
visual equipment, we chose to 
cut two sections of projected 
text from the show, replacing 
one with a robotic ‘google 
translate voice’, and leaving the 
other out of the show.  Due to 
the complicated nature of the 
show, and the limited time 
allotted to edinburgh shows, we 

drilled the get-in and get-out and assigned roles to each member of the team to make 
the whole process as smooth as possible. Ciara made a  
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simplified version of the lighting design as we only had access to four ‘specials’ i.e. 
lights which we could refocus and change. This is very normal at the festival, simply due 
to the fact that there are up to fifteen shows being performed in the same space every 
day!  
 
The show included a homemade wendy house made out of cardboard and plastic 
sheeting, which we had to flat-pack and reassemble at each venue. We assembled and 
reinforced it at the beginning of our Edinburgh run but chose to retire it at the end of the 
month. 

 

Other preparations 
 
There were several other steps we had to take, which were essential for putting on a 
show at the fringe, but we were very lucky in that our venue took responsibility for the 
most part. 

● Obtaining public liability insurance for the production- our venue recommended a 
supplier. 
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● Organising entry into the official Edinburgh Fringe Festival print programme- our 
venue did this for us as part of our contract signing. 

● Filling out a PRS form to declare that we were using recorded music. ZOO just 
provided us with an online form to fill out.  

 

Accessibility 
 
The one drawback to our chosen venue was that it was inaccessible for wheelchair 
users, and did not have any hearing loop or captioning facilities. To make Celebration 
more accessible to audience members with different needs, we chose to have a relaxed 
performance on the 22nd of August. 
 
A relaxed performance is a version of the show which is designed to be more 
accessible for audiences who find it difficult to access theatre spaces. This including 
(but not limited to) those with anxiety, autistic spectrum conditions, anyone with sensory 
and communication disorders or learning disabled people. Anyone who finds it difficult 
to sit still for long periods of time or finds the content troubling is free to move about as 
they wish, make noise, or leave the venue and come back in.The house lights will be up 
throughout the show, and the music is quieter. 
 

At Edinburgh 

Accommodation 
 
We shared a small flat with another theatre company who were also performing in 
Edinburgh.  It was in a fantastic location, as it was literally next door to our venue’s 
offices, and a 5 minute walk away from our performance space. This was especially 
convenient when it transpired that Ben had forgotten his trousers 10 minutes before the 
show started!  
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Community 
 
Something that was very beneficial to us before and during the festival was a facebook 
group called ‘Unofficial Artists Network’. It was set up by a Warwick alumnus we knew 
who was performing with a graduate company. If ticket sales were low for a specific 
day, we posted on the group. The opportunity to befriend artists and network with 
people in  the industry is second to none at the Festival Fringe. At the end of 
Celebration, there is a short speech from a guest performer. We invited several people 
from this group to guest perform, such as Josh Coates from Powder Keg, Sam Ward 
from YESYESNONO, and Jack Perkins from Barrel Organ.  
 

Performances 
 
We did a total of 15 performances of Celebration without a day off. Emily would operate 
sound, Ciara lighting, and of course, Ben and Clara performing. Our day would usually 
begin with a mish-mash of watching shows, flyering for Celebration, talking to the venue 
and sorting out any issues we’d encountered in the week before heading to the venue 
for a 5.30 sharp get-in. All of our props and costumes were stored in suitcases, and 
each member of the team had responsibility for a section, for instance, Emily laid out 
costumes whilst Ciara focused lights. Certain elements of the show are improvised, and 
the whole thing has a precarious edge, with long monologues, acapella harmony, 
energetic dances and lots of tech. That is to say, lots of things which can go wrong! This 
kept us on our toes, and every performance felt different.  The nice thing about having 
an early evening slot was that we had a largely free day and a largely free night. Unlike 
an early morning/midday slot, once the show was finished, we were done for the day 
and could eat food, see friends and watch shows in the evening.  
 
Our performances were generally well received, although the experimental nature of the 
show meant that tired audiences wanting some light entertainment didn’t necessarily 
engage with it as much as we’d hoped. I’ve included reviews and audience reactions at 
the end of this report. 
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Issues and Challenges 

Marketing the show: 
 
We went to the fringe with a very small 
team of just four people, all of whom 
were involved in operating and 
performing the show. Subsequently, it 
was difficult for us to get the time, and 
indeed the energy, to flyer as much as 
the show required, and to fill a 90 seat 
venue. 
 
Something we would definitely consider 
in the future would be including a 
dedicated marketing manager in the 
company who wasn’t involved in operating the show. It was surprising how much of the 
day you spend mentally preparing for a show, and the need to be close to the venue 
means that there are several hours of marketing time lost.  
 

Audiences 
 
We started off the run with several half-capacity audiences, ranging from 30 to 40, 
which was very positive. This number lessened as we got through the run, and our 
reviews took longer to materialise than we anticipated, which had a positive effect on 
ticket sales on the last few days.  
 
One of the biggest conundrums we came across was the relaxed performance. We 
scheduled a relaxed performance to take place a week into our run, on the 22nd of 
August. As anticipated, ticket sales were somewhat lower than average, but three hours 
before the show we found out that The Guardian had booked a press ticket. We 
panicked about them seeing a show with a very small audience, with significantly 
reduced technical elements. 
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The marketing department at ZOO advised us to cancel the relaxed performance, and 
just stage the show in its standard format, but we didn’t want to give up the one 
accessible measure we’d been able to take. We ended up filling the room with friends, 
people with venue passes, and facebook friends from the ‘Unofficial Artists Network’, as 
well as people with carers who required a relaxed performance. Ben and Clara 
announced that the show was relaxed at the beginning of the hour, and advised the 
audience that they could leave if they wanted to, move seats or make noise.  
 
It turned out to be one of the most enjoyable shows of the run, as people were very 
vocally responsive by laughing and cheering, the atmosphere was calm and everyone 
had a good time. We never heard anything from The Guardian press ticket holder, but I 
hope they enjoyed it too.  
 

Negative reviews 
 
The first few reviews we received were mixed in feedback. We received several 
three-star ratings of tepid tone over our first week from publications such as Fest and 
Broadway Baby. The content of the reviews was mixed as well. One made a point of the 
music being so loud it was jarring, whilst another said it wasn’t loud enough. Reading 
these reviews, it was difficult to gauge how much advice we should take from them, and 
indeed, how much value to place on them. Our negative feelings were swept under the 
carpet, however, when we received a very lovely, lengthy and thoughtful review from 
Alice Saville in Exeunt magazine, and a four star review from Anna Winter at The Stage. 
 

Tech 
 
Halfway through the run, we started having major issues with the loop pedal used for 
the last song, and the venue production manager declared that it was broken. However, 
we were able to replace the sound recorded through the loop with a drone we played 
through the PA system. This ended up making the show much simpler and more 
portable tech-wise! 
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Benefits 
 
The most immediate benefit from the Edinburgh Fringe was the experience of 
performing the same show every day for an extended period of time. All of our other 
performance dates have been either one-offs or 2-3 day runs. A 15 show stretch is a 
rare opportunity for a student made show, and we fell into a natural rhythm of 
performing everyday, learning more about our own show every time.  
 
The run also exposed the show and us as a company to national press attention. We 
received great reviews from The Stage and Exeunt, but we also had visits from the 
Scotsman, the Guardian, Total Theatre Awards and critics such as Matt Trueman. 
Although we didn’t get reviews from these organisations, their knowledge of our work as 
a company will likely prove beneficial in the future.  
 
Other industry exposure has resulted in the prospect of further professional 
opportunities. Representatives from Theatre Delicatessen in Sheffield and Battersea 
Arts Centre in London have contacted us about having a look around their venues and 
keeping in touch about future projects.  
 
Edinburgh has also been absolutely crucial in road testing how we work together as a 
foursome. With such a small company, a lot of pressure is placed on each member, and 
the fatigue and stress of the Fringe could have revealed fundamental flaws in a 
company’s fabric. We have now tackled a wide variety of problems with the show and 
learnt about working together with respect for each other’s needs and working habits. 
 
The organisational skills needed to take a show to the fringe are substantial, and it has 
been an invaluable learning curve, particularly for Emily as a first time producer. We 
have launched ourselves from the world of student theatre to the beginnings of 
professional practice.  
 
The fringe is also unique as a performance opportunity because of the different 
audiences. People saw our show who would never pick it out of a theatre brochure, and 
we were able to gauge audience reactions from a wider subsection of society than 
London-based or predominantly young people.  
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Theatre Critic Lyn Gardner said in an August 2017 article  “One of the unsung benefits 
of the fringe is not in the formal relationships that are made between a company and a 
venue, but in the informal creative friendships that are forged when large numbers of 
artists are gathered together in one place, punch drunk on consuming so much theatre, 
tipsy on a glass or two of wine, and with absolutely no need to rush for the last train.”  1

 
This was definitely true for us. The Unofficial Artists’ Network facebook group meant 
that we met and made friends with a host of likeminded artists, such as 
Manchester-based companies Powder Keg and YESYESNONO, Bristolian theatre 
makers Vicki Browne and Josh Lucas, Antler Theatre and technicians Lucy Adams and 
Bryony Maguire.  

After Edinburgh 
 
After our run in Edinburgh, we retired Wendy, and for subsequent performances 
replaced her with a brightly coloured child’s tent, complete with play-tunnel. 
 
Following our performance at Incoming Festival, we were invited back to New Diorama 
for a three-day run in early September  (allowing us a precious week of rest at home 2

after Edinburgh!), in a double bill with the comedy-theatre company The Pretend Men. 
Compared with the Fringe Festival’s hectic get-in times, flyering hours and general 
constant low-level anxiety, a relaxed three days at ND were a complete joy. We were 
more comfortable in the shows and they were among the best performances we did. We 
opened the ND’s 2017-2018 season and so one of our performances played to an 
invited audience of friends of the theatre and supported companies, followed by a pizza 
party/drinks reception. 
 
We were also invited to do a performance at Warwick University’s Emerge Festival in 
late October, an event run by IATL, which exists to showcase the work of graduates of 
the university. In the past it has featured companies such as FellSwoop, Kill the Beast 
and curious directive, and this year featured Barrel Organ, Breach and Clown Funeral 
presenting a mixture of finished shows and works-in-progress, along with workshops 
and panel discussions. We were very flattered to be asked, especially as we aren’t 

1 
https://www.thestage.co.uk/opinion/2017/lyn-gardner-edinburgh-fringe-brutal-offers-artists-opportunities-h
ard-find-elsewhere/ 
2  http://www.newdiorama.com/whats-on/celebration 
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technically graduates yet! This was our last performance of the show, and we don’t 
currently have any more planned, though we will be meeting soon to discuss the future 
of the company and whether or not we want to continue to tour Celebration. 
 
In January 2018 we begin research and development work on our second project, a 
currently untitled show about endings, apocalypse and utopias. We aim to make a show 
which is caught in a perpetual state of ending. We want to experiment boldly with 
duration, structure and form. It will probably be significantly different to Celebration in 
tone and form. The possibility of returning to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival will be 
included in the things we discuss in our imminent meeting. 

Reviews 
 
Alice Saville- Exeunt Magazine   3

 
There’s silly string on  stage, and dancing, and formalwear, and talk  of  hope  and  dreams 
for the future.  Ben  Kulchivit  and  Clara Potter-Sweet’s debut performance  is  every 
celebration rolled into  one surging,  joyful  package,  undercut  with a  hint  of  melancholy. 
Because both their stated  aspirations and  their whole  lives  (they’re  frighteningly  young, 
barely 20) exist  in a moment  before  it all  happens,  before the confetti  lands. 
They start  the performance with a  series  of  promises:  they wed  themselves  to  not being 
boring, to remember their lines, to a host  of  other  aspirations that  feel  like  they’re  culled 
from primers  or  set  texts. These vows feel  heartfelt,  cliched – and  doomed.  Because 
like any  number of  other  celebrations,  this  performance lives  in the gap between 
expected and  real  outcome, between intention and reality. It’s like  a  wedding  (all 
romantic dreams,  no dull practicalities)  or  a graduation party (all  bright future, no  grim 
un- or underemployment figures). 

These festivities involve a lot of  dancing.  And  it’s  GREAT. Kulchivit and Potter-Sweet 
have this  gangly  awkwardness that makes everything they  do  a  bit touching, a  bit 
poignant, especially  as they mix  what  could be  physical  abandon with the serious face 
of someone-trying-to-get-a-move-right. This is DIY, with none  of the bravado and all  of 
the seriousness.  And I like  that  they’ve  made some of  their own  songs,  too,  and the sing 
the other  ones  in off-key  duets,  instead  of  relying  on the emotional  insta-high of  party 
bangers. 
 

3  http://exeuntmagazine.com/reviews/edinburgh-fringe-review-celebration-zoo-venues/ 
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3 http://exeuntmagazine.com/reviews/edinburgh-fringe-review-celebration-zoo-venues/
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They’re capturing  a  hyper-specific state  of  dreamy  euphoria,  a sense heightened  both 
by their own spontaneous feeling, halting speeches.  They’re  consumed by a  longing,  a 
kind of wild optimist dreaming for  the future that  traps them both  in the present moment 
and in  their own  heads. What  shakes  them out  of  it is  the  intervention  of  an  outside 
voice: they get a different  person  each  day  to  come and read  a prepared  piece. At the 
show I  see,  it works brilliantly:  it’s  a  story  about the weirdly existentialist  angst  that  pretty 
much everyone gets  when  they turn 26,  and lose their Young Person’s Railcard 
(National Rail  probably  never  dreamt  they were creating  a quiet, painful life marker of 
their own).  

Like any  number of  performances by older artists, the most  obvious criticism you  could 
make of  Celebration is that  it feels  a bit  like  a  collection of  interesting moments  and 
ideas, layered  together. You can  definitely tie each  section to the others, but sometimes 
it feels  like  reaching,  gazing into the show’s visible  entrails and  inner workings and 
making a  prediction. 

That’s extra  true of the  show’s sections on  Greek  mythology  and art  and read out  bits of 
theory, quoted  verbatim.  They feel like  favoured moments  culled  from an  arts  degree’s 
worth of  omnivorous reading.  For me,  they  needed  more unpacking,  more space to 
breathe, maybe something to  make their origins  more legible. 

But then,  celebrations are the start of  something, and that’s  what  this  feels  like. A  gawky 
evocation of  the  present moment, a halting  statement  of  intent,  a beginning.  I  want  to 
see what  comes next.  

Anna Winter- The Stage  4

 
Celebration is  a  small  but  glorious  remedy  for  despair.  Ben  Kulvichit and Clara 
Potter-Sweet acknowledge  bewilderment and fright at  the recent  rise  of  right-wing 
politics and  the grotesque state of  the  world,  but then  proceed  to  offer  their audience  a 
defiant hour  of playful and eccentric enjoyment  nonetheless. It’s a  touching and 
thought-provoking theatrical  gift, both  earnest and ironic  all  at  once. 

Bespectacled and  clad  in unassuming  pink  T-shirts and  jeans, Kulvichit and 
Potter-Sweet launch  unexpectedly  into  a vibrant  full-bodied dance  that culminates  in the 

4  https://www.thestage.co.uk/reviews/2017/celebration-review-zoo-edinburgh/ 
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squirting of silly-string. The  song ends and the party  atmosphere dissipates;  panting, 
they attend  to the pedestrian  matter  of  cleaning  up  the stage. 

Despondency nags at the fringes of the piece, but Kulvichit  and Potter-Sweet  channel 
its energy  into  imaginative  spaces  – there’s a  particularly beautiful passage in which the 
latter describes  a  painting  by Riva  Lehrer of  her dog Zora.  With  one milky  eye  and a 
veterinary cone-collar  in  place,  Zora nevertheless  smiles  with “a well-loved  dog’s 
unshakeable optimism”. It’s a  meditation on compassion, almost  ineffably lovely. 

A similarly charismatic  presence,  Kulvichit tells  of  a fever dream  in which Donald Trump 
is reformed as  a  smoky-eyed drag  queen replete  with a gorgeous, glamorous 
benevolence. Inspired. 

 

Budget 
 
There were several changes to our original budget, as we adapted ourselves to the 
costs and realities of taking a show to the fringe. 
 

● Transport costs changed dramatically, as instead of paying for petrol, we all took 
trains and coaches from different places around the country. 

 
● Marketing costs were much lower than we anticipated, as we re evaluated how 

much print we would actually need.  
 

● The public liability insurance charge is slightly higher than anticipated, as we’d 
used an old quote from a different company than the one our venue 
recommended.  

 
● We made certain investments such as bulk-buying silly string, and invested in our 

own fan to use in shows. The props budget also expanded to include sundries 
such as blu tac and sellotape.  
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Lower estimate Upper Estimate Actual Cost 

Venue hire  £2,090.93 
(including fees) 

Fringe Festival 
registration fee  

Public Liability 
Insurance 

PPL for 12 
performances 

Taken From Box 
office 

PRS for 12 
performances 

Taken From Box 
office 

Props and 
consumables 
 

Marketing- flyers 
and posters. 

£800 
- Shared 

living costs 
with 
another 
company. 

Food (approx. £12 
a day for four 
company 
members) 

Company paid for 
own.  

£4478.81 
 
(with 10% 
Contingency) 

Potential income 
from ticket sales 

Potential income 

Expenditure Lower estimate Upper Estimate Actual Cost

Venue hire  £1405 £2100 £2,090.93

Fringe Festival 
registration fee

Public Liability 
Insurance

PPL for 12 
performances

PRS for 12 
performances

Props and 
consumables

Marketing- flyers 
and posters.

(including fees)

£295.20 £393.60 £393.60

£124 £124 £116.60

£135.36 £135.36 Taken From Box
office

£139.80 £139.80 Taken From Box
office

£57.19 £105 £75.79

£400 £600 £200.40

Transport £120 £220 £370

Accommodation  £900 £1200 £800

Food (approx. £12 
a day for four 
company 
members)

- Shared
living costs 
with 
another 
company.

£500 £750 Company paid for
own.

Total  £4478.81

(with 10% 
Contingency)

Potential income
from ticket sales

Potential income

£5628.4

(without 
contingency)

£4047.82

£843.27
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from funding  

Lord Rootes 
Memorial Fund 

Clive Barker 
Award 

IATL Festival 
Performance 
Bursary 

SU Opportunities 
Fund 

Total Income 

Total Profit 

 
Ticket sales breakdown (also included as a pdf in receipts folder) 
 

 

from funding

Lord Rootes 
Memorial Fund

Clive Barker 
Award

IATL Festival 
Performance 
Bursary

£3,000  £2,400

£600  £600

£500  £0

Crowdfunding £500  £0

SU Opportunities £1000  £0
Fund

Total Income £5,600  £3,843.27

Total Profit   £-204.05

Ticket sales breakdown (also included as a pdf in receipts folder)
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